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Blackbody radiation modified to enhance
blue spectrum
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Blackbody radiation is modified to enhance the blue spectrum with photonic boxes of ,200 nm. The modified
blackbody radiation has two temperature-independent features. First, the enhanced blue light has the peak
intensity pinched at 390 nm with an enhancement factor of over 5000. This peak wavelength corresponds to
the resonance wavelength of the largest-number boxes. Second, the spectral width is 90 nm and is governed by
the variation of the box size. The physics can be easily explained by the significantly enhanced density of states
at a certain spectrum as a result of photonic boxes. © 2005 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 230.6080, 230.5750, 030.5290.
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n 1879, Thomas Edison invented the light bulb that uti-
ized blackbody radiation for illumination.1 This inven-
ion is still in common use today. However, the illumina-
ion efficiency remains low, because the visible spectrum
400–700 nm) of blackbody radiation occupies only 5% of
he total radiation energy, even at the high temperature
f 2200°C. Increasing illumination efficiency is very at-
ractive for the concern of energy consumption. Unfortu-
ately, blackbody radiation is difficult to change. Recent
dvances in photonics have opened up the possibility of
ight manipulation by use of photonic crystals.2–8 Metallic
hotonic crystals thus have been shown to modify black-
ody radiation for the enhancement of emission in IR
pectrum.8,9 However, the physics of the enhancement is
till not clear owing to the complication of photonic
rystals. The modification of blackbody radiation for
he enhancement of the visible spectrum also has not
een shown because of the difficulty in their fabrication.
ere we show another way to enhance blackbody radia-

ion in the desired spectrum. Using photonic boxes with a
ize of ,200 nm, our experiment demonstrates that
lackbody radiation has significantly enhanced light
mission at around 400 nm with a narrow spectral width
t a much lower temperature than a conventional situa-
ion. Because of the much simpler structure, its physics
an be easily understood. Other visible spectra can also be
nhanced by a simple increase in the size of photonic
oxes.
The term “photonic box” is defined here as the metallic

ox that contains dielectric and has the dimension on the
rder of the wavelength of light. Assume that the box is a
ube and the metal is a perfect conductor. According to the
lectromagnetic (EM) theory, the only EM wave that can
ossibly exist in the box has the wavelength given by
klm=2na / sk2+ l2+m2d1/2 (Ref. 10), where n is the refrac-
ive index of the dielectric contained in the box and a is
he length of each side. k, l, and m are either zero or posi-
ive integers, but at least two of them are nonzero. The
0740-3224/05/071517-4/$15.00 © 2
llowable EM waves are called resonance modes, and the
orresponding wavelengths are called resonance wave-
engths.

Between the resonance wavelengths, there are no exist-
ng EM waves in the box. The forbidden spectrum, analo-
ous to the terminology for photonic crystals, is called
band gap.”2 Therefore photonic boxes have many “band
aps.” In addition, there is a maximum wavelength be-
ond which no corresponding EM wave exists in the box.
he maximum wavelength is given by lcutoff=Î2na, called
he cutoff wavelength. Therefore photonic boxes have an
xtremely wide bandgap, which is almost infinite in prin-
iple. If the box has other shapes, for example, cylindrical
hape or other geometric shapes, we can also analogously
pply EM theory to calculate its resonance wavelengths.
heir characteristics of enabling cutoff wavelength and
uppressing a long-wavelength spectrum are similar to
hose of the cubic photonic box.

If a body consists of many photonic boxes that do not
ave the same size, the resonance wavelengths will form
band with its density of states (DOS) undulated by the

ize-distribution function. Then the bandgap between the
esonance peaks shrinks and may disappear if the size-
istribution function is broad. However, the widest band
ap that extends from the largest cutoff wavelength (cor-
esponding to the largest box) to infinite wavelength
hould still exist. Figure 1 illustrates the DOS of a body
ontaining many photonic boxes. The cases of a unique
ize and various sizes are shown. On the other hand, the
hoton statistics that favor long-wavelength spectrum11

ill cause the DOS at the cutoff wavelength to dominate
ight emission.

In practice, the photonic boxes cannot exist by them-
elves; they are surrounded by metals. The emission of
ight thus consists of two parts. One is the EM wave in
he photonic boxes. The other is from the surrounded
etal that still follows the conventional blackbody radia-

ion. Therefore we have the total radiation given by
005 Optical Society of America
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msnddn = fVpgpsnd + Vcgcsndgdn 3 n̄shn

= FVpgpsnd + Vc

8p

c3 n2G hn

expS hn

kT
D − 1

dn, s1d

here gpsnd and gcsnd are the DOS functions (per unit vol-
me) of the photonic boxes and the conventional black-
ody, respectively; Vp is the total volume of the photonic
oxes, whereas Vc is the total volume of the surrounded
etal; and n̄S is the photon statistics. The influence of the

efractive index is implied in Eq. (1), because it will influ-
nce the field distribution and the cutoff wavelength. As a
esult, the refractive index will influence either the vol-
me of the photonic box for achievement of the same ef-
ect at a certain wavelength or the density of states when
he physical size of the boxes is fixed.

The term Vpgpsnd in Eq. (1) explains the blackbody ra-
iation enhanced at the spectrum regulated by the DOS
unction. Let us define the enhancement factor h by

h = FVpgpsnd + Vc

8p

c3 n2G/Vc

8p

c3 n2 = Vpgpsnd/Vc

8p

c3 n2 + 1.

s2d

f the enhancement factor is much larger than 1, the
odified blackbody radiation might exhibit temperature-

ndependent features characterized by the DOS function
f the photonic boxes, gpsnd.

The enhanced emission of blackbody radiation at the
esonance wavelength by use of photonic boxes is verified
y the following experiment. The resonance wavelengths
re designed to be in the UV-to-blue light regime to show
hat the concept of photonic boxes can be easily applied to
ther wavelengths of visible light or IR radiation. The fab-
ication procedures are briefly described as follows. First,
etal Cr–Au–Pt with the thicknesses of 10, 20, and 100

m, respectively, was sequentially evaporated on the Si
ubstrate. Spin-on glass (SOG) was then deposited on top
f the Pt metal. This SOG layer has a thickness of 220 nm
nd the refractive index of 1.4. Afterwards, photoresist
PR) was spun on the SOG. Immersion interference pho-

ig. 1. Density of states of the photonic boxes. The unique box
ize will exhibit a delta function, and the various sizes of boxes
ill broaden the density of states.
olithography (IIPL)12 with a 351-nm argon ion laser was
pplied twice to create two-dimensional periodic patterns
n the PR. The patterned PR is supposed to consist of
any periodically aligned 220 nm3220 nm squares, and

he pitch of the pattern is 500 nm. However, because it is
ot possible to accurately define 220-nm features by use
f UV lithography, the actual shapes are different. The
atterned PR was used as the mask in the reactive-ion-
tching (RIE) process. During RIE, Ar and CHF3 gases
ere used to remove the SOG uncovered by PR. Before

he removal of PR, Pt was evaporated to fill up the area
here the SOG was etched. The desired thickness of Pt is
20 nm, same as the SOG. Then PR was rinsed off, so Pt
n top of the PR was also removed. The processing was
ompleted with depositing of a 10-nm Pt layer by use of
vaporation. The top Pt layer is made only slightly
hicker than its skin depth s,6 nmd such that the reso-
ant EM wave in the dielectric of the photonic boxes can

eak out. The processing steps and the expected device
tructures after some processing steps are illustrated in
ig. 2. After the fabrication, many photonic boxes are

ormed. The interior of the photonic boxes is the dielectric
f SOG, and the surrounding wall is Pt metal.

The photonic boxes were examined by use of atomic-
orce microscopy (AFM). Figure 3 shows the AFM image.
he AFM is able to reflect each individual photonic box
ecause the top surface is not flat, indicating that the
vaporated Pt at step 5 (Fig. 2) does not have the exact
ame thickness as the SOG. However, because most boxes
till have Pt surrounding the dielectric, the function of
he photonic boxes is preserved. Because the IIPL method
aturally results in periodic patterns, the fabricated
oxes are aligned periodically, although it is not necessary
o align them in this way for the enhanced spectrum at
he resonance wavelength. The AFM image shows that
he patterns have periods of 432 and 487 nm, respectively,
long two perpendicular directions. The shape is not rect-
ngular, because the UV lithography cannot produce
harp corners, causing the resonance wavelength to be
ifferent from the theoretical design. However, the char-
cteristics of photonic boxes are still preserved. Figure 3
lso shows that the size exhibits variation, so there are
arious cutoff wavelengths, and the enhanced emission
hould have broadened spectrum.

The sample was placed on a graphite heating stage in a
acuum chamber with a quartz bell jar. The pressure was
3 10−6 Torr. The emitted light was reflected by a mir-

or in the vacuum chamber and directed to the monochro-
ator for spectrum measurement. A photomultiplier tube

Fig. 2. Fabrication steps of the photonic boxes.
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PMT; R928, Hamamatsu) was placed behind the mono-
hromator for light detection. As a result, the measure-
ent was limited to the spectral range of the PMT re-

ponse. Spectra of radiation from the sample with
hotonic boxes at temperatures 797, 848, 896, 907, 941,
nd 983 K were measured and are shown in Fig. 4. The-
retical calculation at 983 K by use of Eq. (1) is also given
n Fig. 4. The theoretical curve fits the experimental mea-
urement pretty well. In the theoretical calculation, the
OS function of the photonic box gpsnd is approximated by
Gaussian function with a FWHM of 90 nm. The metallic

olume Vc is 4.16 times the volume of photonic boxes.
his volume ratio is very close to the actual ratio of the

abricated sample.
The peak wavelength remains at approximately 390

m at those temperatures, which is an important feature
esulting from the DOS function of the photonic boxes, as
escribed by Eq. (1). For temperatures not above 941 K,
he peak intensity at 390 nm is ,6.5 times larger than
he background level at around 470 nm. Assuming that
he background level is the blackbody radiation with the
OS function gpsnd of the photonic boxes equal to zero, we

Fig. 3. AFM image of the fabricated photonic boxes.

ig. 4. Measured spectra of radiation from heated photonic
oxes at different temperatures and a theoretical fitting with Eq.
1) at T = 983 K.
ave the following relation e
FVpgpsn1d + Vc

8p

c3 n1
2G hn1

expShn1

kT
D − 1

> 6.5

3 Vc

8p

c3 hn2
2

hn2

expShn2

kT
D − 1

, s3d

here n1 and n2 are the frequencies corresponding to the
avelengths of 390 and 470 nm, respectively. Because

Vc

8p

c3 n2
2

hn2

expShn2

kT
D − 1

. 1000 3 Vc

8p

c3 n1
2

hn1

expShn1

kT
D − 1

or those temperatures, we have

FVpgpsn1d + Vc

8p

c3 n1
2G hn1

expShn1

kT
D − 1

. 6500

3 Vc

8p

c3 n1
2

hn1

expShn1

kT
D − 1

.

herefore the enhancement factor h at 390 nm, defined by
q. (2), is larger than 6500.
At the temperature of 983 K, the peak intensity at 390

m is ,5 times larger than the background level at 470
m, with an enhancement factor larger than 5000. The
lightly reduced contrast is due to the fact that the pho-
onic boxes are partially destroyed. The reason is twofold.
irst, because the top layer of Pt is only ,10 nm, this Pt
lm might break at high temperature as a result of the
urface tension. Second, the substrate Si and metals Cr,
u, and Pt might form alloys at high temperature. Then

he photonic-box structures are reshaped. The use of ma-
erials that sustain high temperature should improve the
perational situation.

The spectral width is 90 nm, which is about the same
or all temperatures. This is another important feature
haracterized by the DOS function of the photonic boxes
ccording to Eq. (1). As discussed above, it is due to the
ize variation of the photonic boxes, so the spectral width
oes not vary with the temperature.
The temperature-independent behaviors are different

rom those in the usual blackbody radiation but similar to
he behaviors of metallic photonic crystals. However, the
mission peak and the spectral width of the blackbody ra-
iation of the metallic photonic crystals are due to the pe-
iodic nature.8,9,13,14 In comparison, with photonic boxes,
he blackbody radiation has the peak wavelength located
t the resonance wavelength of the largest-number boxes
nd the spectral width governed by the size variation. If
he photonic boxes have a single size, we expect that the

mission should have a very narrow line. Our investiga-
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ion of photonic boxes gives a much clearer explanation on
he physics of the blackbody radiation modified by photo-
ic structures.
There is also an enhanced spectrum in the vicinity of

00 nm. This is because some of the neighboring boxes
ave no Pt between them owing to the imperfect photoli-
hography, causing two neighboring boxes to be connected
ogether. As a result, one side of the box becomes twice as
arge as the design size, and the resonance wavelength is
oubled. Although the number of those connected boxes is
mall, the favored long-wavelength spectrum of photon
tatistics11 leads to an emission at around 800 nm that is
uch more enhanced than that at around 400 nm.
In conclusion, we demonstrate that photonic boxes with
size of about 200 nm are able to enhance the blue light

f blackbody radiation. The enhanced blue light has a
eak at 390 nm and a spectral width of ,90 nm, which
re both temperature independent. The enhancement fac-
or is more than 5000. The physics can be easily explained
y the modified density of states as a result of photonic
oxes. Blackbody radiation can also be modified to en-
ance other spectra by use of photonic boxes of different
izes or shapes.

This work is supported in part by the National Science
ouncil, Taiwan.

*Also with Department of Electrical Engineering and
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